
Sterling Sewing Announces the Top 15 Best
Sewing Machines of 2024 for a small business

Best Sewing Machine

Combining affordability with unmatched

quality, Sterling Sewing ensures that every

sewing enthusiast can find the perfect

machine to enhance their craft.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, UNITED

STATES, July 4, 2024 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- Sterling Sewing, a

leading provider of high-quality sewing

machines, is excited to announce the

Best Sewing Machines of 2024. This

year's selection features an array of

machines that cater to every level of

sewing expertise, from beginners to

seasoned professionals, all available at

unbeatable prices.

Unveiling the Best in Sewing Technology:

As a passionate sewing

enthusiast, I have always

sought machines that

combine quality and

affordability. Sterling

Sewing's selection includes

advanced machines, and the

prices are unbeatable.”

Jensen Loew, Sewing

Enthusiast and Sterling

Sewing Customer

Sterling Sewing has meticulously curated this list to

showcase the most innovative and reliable sewing

machines on the market. The selection criteria included

performance, durability, user-friendliness, and customer

satisfaction. The top 15 machines highlight advancements

in sewing technology, ensuring users enjoy a seamless and

efficient sewing experience.

Affordability Meets Excellence:

Sterling Sewing believes high-quality sewing machines

should be accessible to everyone. Sterling Sewing's

commitment to affordability ensures that sewing

enthusiasts can purchase top-tier machines without

breaking the bank.  

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://sterlingsewing.com/


For Every Sewing Enthusiast:

Sterling Sewing curated selection caters to a wide range of sewing enthusiasts. Beginners will

find user-friendly machines with intuitive controls and helpful features that make learning to sew

a breeze. Intermediate users can choose from machines with more advanced capabilities,

allowing them to hone their skills and tackle more complex projects. Professionals and avid

hobbyists will appreciate the high-end models that provide precision, speed, and a wealth of

customizable options to support their creativity and demanding sewing tasks.

Top 15 Best Sewing Machines of 2024

1. PFAFF Performance Icon ($4,140.00)

2. PFAFF Expression 710 ($1,889.30)

3. PFAFF Ambition 630 ($1,084.30)

4. Brother Luminaire XP2 ($12,999.35)

5. Husqvarna Viking Designer Epic 2 ($12,599.30)

6. Husqvarna Viking Epic 980Q ($6,299.30)

7. Brother VQ2400 ($3,499.00)

8. Babylock Altair ($6,999.30)

9. Babylock Aria ($2,799.30)

10. Bernina 830 LE ( Limited Edition) ($2,600.00)

11. Elna eXcellence 680 Plus ($1,519.20)

12. Elna eXcellence 780 ($2,024.25)

13. Juki HZL-DX7 ($1,169.35)

14. PFAFF creative 1.5 ($1,119.30)

15. Janome Memory Craft 6700P ($2,039.40)

Why Choose Sterling Sewing?

Sterling Sewing is dedicated to providing customers with an exceptional shopping experience.

Sterling Sewing's knowledgeable staff, extensive product range, and commitment to customer

satisfaction set us apart in the sewing machine industry. Sterling Sewing offers comprehensive

support, including tutorials and after-sales service, to ensure Sterling Sewing customers get the

most out of their machines.

About Sterling Sewing

Sterling Sewing is a family-owned company with over 50 years of experience in the sewing and

embroidery machine industry. With a solid and unwavering commitment to quality and

customer satisfaction, Sterling Sewing offers a wide range of products, including sewing,

embroidery, and direct-to-garment (DTG) printing machines. The company operates the most

extensive sewing and embroidery machines website nationwide and has retail superstores in

https://sterlingsewing.com/blogs/best-sewing-machines/
https://sterlingsewing.com/content/about


Singapore, Hong Kong, and Jakarta. Sterling Sewing's superstores feature extensive showroom

space and classrooms for weekly sewing classes and monthly events.

For over a decade, Sterling Sewing has been a trusted name in the sewing community. Sterling

Sewing specializes in offering a wide range of sewing machines, accessories, and supplies to

meet the needs of Sterling Sewing's diverse clientele. Sterling Sewing's mission is to empower

sewing enthusiasts by providing high-quality products at affordable prices.

Contact:

AYU

CEO, Sterling Sewing

sales@sterlingsewing.com

+19178561111

https://sterlingsewing.com/
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Sterling Sewing
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